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My Favorite Quotes from 2013
“The outreach put me into a great position to get out
of my comfort zone and rely on the power of Christ
to overcome fear.” — Ethan, student from Wisconsin
“I’ve really struggled adding compassion to truth and
this (JFA’s training program) helped me tremendously.” — Anthony, student in Kansas
“It made me feel awesome to know how many people [on college campuses] are open to thinking about
being pro-life.” — Skylar, student in Colorado

We had several seminars in Wichita this year.
In this photo, intern Holly Meath (left) models
dialogue with Georgia-based staff member
Jacob Nels. This seminar served the Wichita
State University pro-life club by preparing
volunteers for their outreach in November.

"Super good advice, especially concerning being civil
and encouraging, focusing on dialogue instead of debate [in conversations], and the ultimate goal of finding truth, not winning an argument.” — Arielle, student in California

“I really appreciated the depth and level of not just intelligence but compassion and desire to really
engage in conversation on the [abortion]
topic.” — Bekah, volunteer from Colorado
“I am so amazed and very sobered at all the
information I have been given. I definitely
want to take this seriously.” — Elisabeth,
student from New York

My sister Joanna (in center facing camera) and I (right
side) in action at Pittsburg State University during our first
ever outreach at that school! We had great conversations
and opportunities to challenge the campus about the injustice of abortion alongside 17 volunteers. Chelsea Duncan (pink jacket) worked tirelessly to make the outreach
project happen this semester!
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“It was good to get information about abortion so that if it comes up I can present my
opinions with wisdom and good
knowledge.” — Lacey, student in Colorado
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